
Kilt Kit Instruction Guide
 

 

Hanger Instructions 
 
The kilt goes on the hanger just as it goes on your body. 
 

1. Place the hanger on a flat surface with the ends of the arms pointed up. 
 

2. Clip the pleated panel to the bottom (rear) wire & clips. 
 

3. Next, clip the right panel to the center wire & clips. 
 

4. Then clip the front apron to the front wire & clips. 
 

5. The vest (waistcoat) slips over the arms and into the slots. 
 

6. The fly plaid (if detached from the jacket) folds and is slipped over the wooden dowel in 
the center of the hanger. 

 
7. The jacket or coat is then placed over the arms of the hanger. 

 

Kilt Bag Instructions 
 

1. There are three loops across the rear panel of the bag which secures your belts. The hook 
on the buckle slips into the top loop and the lower loop, with a Velcro end, fits over the 
belt just below the buckle. The belt ends will collect at the bottom of the bag. 

 
2. The three pouches on the rear panel are for your sporrans. Each can be secured by a 

Velcro strap. 
 

3. The zippered bag on the bottom of the bag are for your brogues (shoes). 
 

4. There is a security strap at the top near the hole for the hanger hooks. This is to secure 
multiple hangers together. There are two loops near the hanger hole to hold the hangers 
should you check the bag as luggage or wish to place it in an overhead compartment. 

 
5. The bag is designed for balance. If you have one item, use the center pouch/loop. For two 

items use the outer loops/pouches. And if you carry three, use all the loops/pouches. 
 

6. A small pouch for a cedar block is provided to protect your garments. 
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